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Abstract

Summary-level extractive summarization se-
lects a summary with the highest semantic sim-
ilarity to the document through a matching
model, resulting in insufficient use of infor-
mation between different candidate summaries.
This paper presents a novel candidate summary
selection strategy (CSSS), regarding candidate
summaries as mathematical sets, and selecting
the candidate summary has the highest seman-
tic similarity to corresponding mutually exclu-
sive sets. The strategy reduces the dependence
on the matching model by exploiting the set re-
lationship, could be effectively applied to both
unsupervised and supervised extractive summa-
rization. In order to fit this strategy better, we
construct a contrastive learning framework to
learn effective vector representation for each
candidate summary. Experimental results show
that we achieve state-of-the-art performance in
both the unsupervised and supervised extrac-
tive summarization on CNN/DailyMail dataset.
Experiments on Xsum and Reddit datasets also
show the effectiveness of CSSS.

1 Introduction
1 Extractive summarization task aims to distill the
important information into a concise summary by
selecting the text fragments from the original docu-
ment. The task can generally be divided into two
categories: sentence-level and summary-level.

Sentence-level methods (Nallapati et al., 2017;
Liu and Lapata, 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Jia et al.,
2021a) extract several sentences one by one from
the original document to form a summary. These
methods tend to select highly generalized sentences
while ignoring the coupling of multiple sentences,
because they make binary decisions independently
for each sentence rather than considering the se-
mantic of the entire summary.

In order to solve these problems, Zhong et al.
(2020) proposed a summary-level method. It first
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extracts the salient sentences from the original doc-
ument to form a pruned document, then enumerates
all possible combinations of sentences extracted
from it as the candidate summaries, finally uses a
text matching model to select the final summary
with the highest semantic similarity to the original
document. The method utilizes the sequential in-
formation between candidate summaries measured
by the ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003) scores when
training the matching model. However, such se-
quential information is not available at the final
summary selection stage, which limits matching
model performance, and makes the method unable
to generalize to unsupervised summarization.

In this paper, we propose a novel candidate sum-
mary selection strategy (CSSS) to solve the prob-
lems in summary-level extractive summarization.
The strategy first regards each candidate summary
as a mathematical set,then selects the best candi-
date summary by computing the semantic similarity
of all its corresponding mutually exclusive sets.

CSSS reduces the dependence on the matching
model, making it effective for both supervised and
unsupervised extractive summarization. In super-
vised extractive summarization, we construct a sim-
ple contrastive learning framework to obtain better
vector representations for each candidate summary.
Contrastive learning has obtained impressive re-
sults on many natural language processing tasks,
such as sentiment analysis (Ke et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2021) question answering (Ye et al., 2021) and au-
tomatic text summarization (Zhong et al., 2020;
Liu and Liu, 2021; Cao and Wang, 2021). Our
framework takes candidate summary pairs as the
positive and negative examples and uses contrastive
objective to train matching models. While in unsu-
pervised summarization, we explore the effect of
different encoders on CSSS. We find that even with
the base version of BERT, we obtain a state-of-the-
art extractive result on CNN/Daily Mail.

The contributions of our work are as follows:



(1) We proposed a novel candidate summary se-
lection strategy for summary-level extractive sum-
marization. The strategy exploits the relationship
between different candidate summaries, reduces
the dependence on the matching model, and could
be effectively applied to both unsupervised and
supervised extractive summarization.

(2) We construct a simple framework for
contrastive learning of extractive summarization,
which can be used to produce superior candidate
summary embeddings.

(3) Our proposed methods have achieved state-
of-the-art extractive performance compared with
strong baselines on three benchmark datasets.

2 Methodology

2.1 Problem Definition

We regard summary-level extractive summarization
task as a text matching problem (Liu and Liu, 2021;
Cao and Wang, 2021). Given a single document D
consisting n sentences, D = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, we
first use a sentence-level extractor to get a pruned
document containingm sentences. Then, we gener-
ate all k-sentence combinations of the pruned doc-
ument, and rearrange the sentence order according
to the original position in the source document to
form candidate summaries. Following these steps,
we obtain Ckm candidate summaries in total, the
best of which is selected by CSSS.

2.2 Candidate Summary Selection Strategy

The candidate summary selection strategy (CSSS)
utilizes the set relationship between candidate sum-
maries to select the best summary. We show the
selection process in and principal idea of this strat-
egy in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The selection process and principal idea of
CSSS. We refer to PD as a pruned document, CS as a
candidate summary and ES as the corresponding mutu-
ally exclusive sets.
.

The selection process of CSSS is shown is Fig-
ure 1(a). CSSS divides the pruned document into
two parts, candidate summary (CS) and its corre-
sponding mutually exclusive sets (ES). We score
each CS by computing the semantic similarity be-
tween the CS and each summary in the ES. The
highest semantic similarity is final score of the CS.

The principal idea of CSSS is that if CS is the
best summary, it should be semantically closest to
the ES, which can be seen in Figure 1(b). Zhong
et al. (2020) implement this idea by training a
matching model, which is then used to select candi-
date summary with the highest semantic similarity
to the original document.This method is effective,
but does not utilize the information between differ-
ent candidate summaries in the selection stage. We
revisit this idea from the perspective of pruned the
document. Since the pruned documents are gen-
erated by a sentence-level extractor, each selected
sentence has a high degree of generalization about
the original document. Therefore, for a pruned doc-
ument, the best summary extract from it, should
also be semantically closest to the remaining con-
tent.

CSSS can be effectively applied to both unsu-
pervised and supervised extractive summarization.
In the unsupervised extractive summarization, we
simply use LEAD-k model (which selects the first
k sentences in the document.) to prune the original
document. After we obtain candidate summaries,
we use the original BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
RoBERTa (Zhuang et al., 2021) to obtain their vec-
tor representations. While in the supervised extrac-
tive summarization, we use BERTSUM (Liu and
Lapata, 2019) without trigram blocking to extract



sentences from the original document. Then, we
construct a simple contrastive learning framework
to obtain better vector representations for each can-
didate summary.

2.3 Contrastive Learning Framework for
Summarization

We use a contrastive learning-based training ob-
jective to fine-tune language models BERT and
RoBERTa, where the training examples are candi-
date summary pairs. Then the candidate summaries
are encoded using the fine-tuned language model.
Formally, given a positive pair (Ci, Cj) and nega-
tive sample sets N for a document D, the training
objective is:

ld = −log
exp(sim(hi, hj)/τ)∑

Ck∈N exp(sim(hi, hk)/τ)
, (1)

where hi, hj and hk denote the vector representa-
tions for candidate summary Ci, Cj and function
Ck, sim(hi, hj) calculates the cosine similarity be-
tween hi and hj . τ is a temperature, which is set
to different values in different datasets.

The contrastive learning acquires effective rep-
resentation by bringing semantically near positive
samples together while pushing negative samples
apart (Gao et al., 2021). A crucial problem in con-
trastive learning is how to construct positive and
negative samples. We design the training samples
according to the quality of candidate summaries.
Intuitively, candidate summaries with large differ-
ences in quality should have the farthest distances
in the semantic space. We describe the process of
constructing training samples as follows.

Training Sample Construction Given a doc-
ument D with its gold summary C∗ and n can-
didate summaries

{
C
′
1, C

′
2, ..., C

′
n

}
obtained from

the pruned document, we score each candidate sum-
mary C

′
i by calculating the ROUGE value between

C
′
i and the C∗. Then we sort the candidate sum-

maries in descending order based on the ROUGE-
1 score, obtaining n sorted candidate summaries
C1, C2, . . . , Cn. We take the first two candidate
summaries (C1, C2) as the positive pair for each
document. For the construction of negative sam-
ples, one approach is to use all candidate sum-
maries in the same batch. Gao et al. (2021) demon-
strate that adding other negative examples that con-
tradict positive examples can significantly improve
model performance. Inspired by their work, we
take the lowest-quality summary in each document
as a hard negative.

For a mini-batch that contains K documents, the
final contrastive learning objective can be designed
as follows:

L = −
i=K∑
i=1

log
esim(hi,h

+
i )/τ∑j=K

j=1 (esim(hi,h
+
j )/τ + esim(hi,h

−
j )/τ

,

(2)
where hi, h+i are the vector representation of candi-
date summaries C1 and C2 in document i, h+j , h−j
are the vector representation of C1 and Cn in the
j − th document in the mini-batch.

3 Experiment

3.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on three datasets to ver-
ify the effectiveness of CSSS, namely, CNN/Daily
Mail (Hermann et al., 2015), XSum (Narayan et al.,
2018) and Reddit (Kim et al., 2019). CNN/Daily
is a widely used news dataset for extractive sum-
marization. We use the non-anonymized version
as See et al. (2017). XSum is also a news dataset,
in which each article contains a one-sentence sum-
mary to answer the question “What is this article
about?”. Reddit is a highly abstractive dataset col-
lected from a discussion forum platform. We use
the TIFU-long version of Reddit.

3.2 Implementation Detail

We use base version of BERT and RoBERTa in all
experiments. We conduct our experiments on two
NVIDIA RTX 6000 GPUs and train the model with
a batch size of 256. The length of each candidate
summary is limited to 80 tokens. More experimen-
tal details can be seen in Appendix A.

3.3 Experimental Results

The effect of temperature τ on the experimental
results is placed in Appendix B. Here we use the
best value of τ over each dataset.

3.3.1 Results on Unsupervised Summarization
In unsupervised extractive summarization, we
conduct our experiments on CNN/Daily Mail
dataset. The results are shown in Table 1. We
list strong baselines with different in the first sec-
tion.Although these methods are effective, they are
essentially sentence-level methods with individual
scoring process. CSSS can implement transition
from sentence-level to summary-level methods eas-
ily in extractive summarization. The second section
presents in the table presents our results. We can



Model R-1 R-2 R-L

LEAD-3 40.49 17.66 36.75
TextRank (Mihalcea and
Tarau, 2004)

33.85 13.61 30.14

LexRank (Erkan and
Radev, 2004)

34.68 12.82 31.12

PacSum (Zheng and Lap-
ata, 2019)

40.70 17.80 36.90

FAR (Liang et al., 2021) 40.83 17.85 36.91
STAS (Xu et al., 2020b) 40.90 18.02 37.21
STAS+PacSum (Xu et al.,
2020b)

41.26 18.18 37.48

CSSS(BERT) 42.50 19.89 38.62
CSSS(RoBERTa) 42.70 19.90 38.77

Table 1: Results on CNN/Daily Mail test set in unsuper-
vised summarization.R-1,R-2,R-L denote the scores of
ROUGE-1,ROUGE-2,ROUGE-L.

see that our CSSS outperforms all strong baselines
by wide margins.

3.3.2 Results on Supervised Summarization

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

LEAD-3 40.49 17.66 36.75
ORACLE 52.59 31.23 48.87

BERTSUMEXTbase (Liu
and Lapata, 2019)

43.25 20.24 39.63

BERTSUMEXTlarge
(Liu and Lapata, 2019)

43.85 20.34 39.90

DiscoBERTbase(Xu et al.,
2020a)

43.77 20.85 40.67

ETCSumbase(Narayan
et al., 2020)

43.84 20.80 39.77

ARedSumbase(Bi et al.,
2021)

43.43 20.44 39.83

ThresSumlarge(Jia et al.,
2021b)

44.59 21.15 40.76

DifferSumlarge(Jia et al.,
2021a)

44.70 21.36 40.83

MATCHSUMbase(Zhong
et al., 2020)

44.41 20.86 40.55

CSSS(BERTbase) 45.16 22.08 41.34
CSSS(RoBERTabase) 45.49 22.36 41.67

Table 2: The supervised extractive results on CNN/Daily
Mail.

Results on CNN/Daily Mail Table 2 shows our

results on CNN/Daily Mail. The first part shows the
LEAD-3 baseline and the ORACLE upper bound,
the second part lists sentence-level extractive sum-
marization models in recent years, the third part
presents the summary-level method proposed by
Zhong et al. (2020).

We present our method in the fourth part. The re-
sults show that we outperform all extractive models
by a large margin. Compared with the state-of-the
art sentence-level model namely DifferSum (Jia
et al., 2021a), we achieve achieves 0.46/0.72/0.51
improvements on ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-L when only using base version of BERT.
Compared with summary-level method, MATCH-
SUM, CSSS further uses the set relationship be-
tween candidate summaries to select the sum-
mary,and has a significant improvement in results,
which proves that CSSS is more effective in select-
ing summaries.

Results on XSum and Reddit Different from
CNN/Daily Mail, XSum and Reddit are two
datasets with short summaries. We did our ex-
periment on these two datasets to study whether
CSSS could perform better than other strong ex-
tractive models when dealing with short sentence
summaries. Besides, we investigated the effect of
the number of sentences in the pruned document
on final results.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

XSum

BERTEXT (Zhong et al.,
2020)

22.86 4.48 17.16

MATCHSUM (Zhong
et al., 2020)

24.86 4.66 18.41

CSSS (Num=3) 25.77 5.61 18.91
CSSS (Num=4) 25.51 5.42 19.06
CSSS (Num=5) 25.10 5.58 19.20

Reddit

BERTEXT 23.86 5.85 19.91
MATCHSUM 25.09 6.17 20.13
CSSS (Num=3) 26.63 6.57 21.25
CSSS (Num=4) 27.12 7.10 21.57
CSSS (Num=5) 26.71 6.77 21.34

Table 3: Extractive results on XSum and Reddit. Num
indicates how many sentences extracted as a pruned
document.

As shown in Table 3, we compare our CSSS



with BERTEXT and MATCHSUM. BERTEXT is
a sentence-level method using BERTSUM (Liu and
Lapata, 2019) without trigram blocking as the sen-
tence extractor. We outperform both two extractive
methods by a large margin. We found that there is
an optimal number of pruned sentences for differ-
ent datasets, which is approximately two more than
the maximum number of summary sentences.

3.4 Ablation Studies

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

CNNDM

CSSS (BERTOri) 44.15 21.49 40.39
CSSS (BERTcl) 45.16 22.08 41.34

Xsum

CSSS (BERTOri) 25.43 5.49 18.63
CSSS (BERTcl) 25.77 5.61 18.91

Reddit

CSSS (BERTOri) 26.01 6.26 20.61
CSSS (BERTcl) 27.12 7.10 21.57

Table 4: The results with fine-tuned BERT and
RoBERTa on three datasets. BERTOri is the original
base version of BERT, BERTcl is a fine-tuned BERT by
the contrastive learning-based training objective.

We performed ablation study on three datasets
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the contrastive
learning-based training objective. The results are
shown in Table 4. We can see a significant improve-
ment after using the fine-tuned pretrained model.

3.5 Analysis

3.5.1 Positional Bias

Figure 2: The proportion of summary sentences at dif-
ferent positions in the source document
.

The positional bias on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset
is a common phenomenon, which usually domi-
nates neural extractive summarizers to select the
sentences at the beginning of a document (Xing
et al., 2021).For the summaries generated by the
different models, we looked at the position of the
sentences in the source document. The proportion
of summary sentences at different positions in the
source document is shown in Figure 2.

We compare CSSS with BERTSUM, MATCH-
SUM and ORACLE. The ORACLE summary is
generated by a greedy algorithm that maximizes the
ROUGE-2 score against the gold summary. We can
see that the distribution of the ORACLE summary
sentences across the documents is fairly smooth,
and can be used as a measure for other methods.
Compared with BERTSUM and MATCHSUM, the
summaries selected by CSSS are more similar to
ORACLE summary, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of CSSS in reducing positional bias.

3.5.2 Number of summary sentences
We studied the number of sentences in the summary
selected by MATSCHSUM and CSSS in XSum
dataset to demonstrate the superiority of CSSS. As

Summary MATCHSUM CSSS ORACLE

Num = 1 22.4% 50.4% 100%
Num = 2 77.6% 46.6% 0

Table 5: The percentage of summaries with Num sen-
tences in all summaries.



shown in Table 5, MATCHSUM select more sum-
maries with more sentences in XSum dataset. This
may because the matching model becomes diffi-
cult to select the correct summary when faced with
short summary datasets, so it achieves the highest
semantics of the document by selecting the sum-
mary with more sentences. Compare with MATCH-
SUM, the summaries selected by CSSS are not sen-
sitive to the number of sentences and are closer to
ORACLE, indicating that CSSS reduces the bias
towards summaries with few sentences.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel candidate sum-
mary selection strategy (CSSS) for summary-level
extractive summarization. We show how CSSS
could be efficiently applied in both unsupervised
and supervised extractive task. We also propose
a task-specific contrastive learning framework to
learn better vector representations for candidate
summaries. Experimental results show that we
beat the current state-of-the-art extractive models
on three benchmark datasets, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of our method.
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A Experimental Details

For different datasets, we list the training details in
following Table 6.

Summary CNNDM XSUM Reddit

Learning Rate 5e−5 5e−5 5e−5

Training Steps 15000 6000 2000
Evaluate Steps 500 300 100
Temperature τ 0.04 0.06 0.06

Table 6: Training details for different datasets. Evaluate
Steps means that we evaluate the model every 500,300
and 100 training steps for three datasets.

B Temperature τ

Temperature τ helps discriminate positive and nega-
tive samples by controlling the strength of penalties
on the hard-negative samples. We present the ef-
fect of temperatures τ on the model performance
in different datasets in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Effect of temperature τ on model performance
in different datasets. We use ROUGE-1 as the measure
of model performance.


